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License free to non-commercial registered users at 48 Background 56 The human circulation system (serum and plasma) contains various types of RNA 57 molecules, including fragmental mRNA, miRNA, piRNA, snRNA, snoRNA, and 58 some other non-coding sequences [1, 2] . Studies have shown the biomarker potential 59 of circulating RNAs in cancer [3] , cardiovascular disease [4], and asthma [5] . 60
Moreover, other types of DNA and RNA fragments discovered in the human 61 circulating system have been implicated as potential causes of chronic disease [6, 7] . 62 63 Small RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) technology was developed successfully based on 64 special isolation methods and the RNA-seq technique, which facilitates the 65 investigation of a comprehensive profile of circulating RNAs [8, 9] . In anticipation of 66 a continued growing number of circulating RNAs studies, a comprehensive and stable 67 platform is needed to identify the RNA classification, RNA read counts, differential 68 expression between case and control samples, including both human and non-human 69 (e.g. microbiome) small RNAs (<200 nucleotide length). Previous efforts to 70 characterize small RNAs have focused primarily on microRNAs (miRNAs). For 71 instance, sRNAnalyzer is a comprehensive and customizable pipeline for the small 72 1) . Users can run all the modules as an integrated pipeline or just 98 use certain modules. Since COMPASS is a stand-alone platform, it can be installed in 99 any desktop or server, which maximizes data security and bypasses time/effort 100 transferring data offsite that web-based tools need. There are two scenarios where multi-aligned reads may exist when aligned against a 117 reference genome. First, one small RNA read could be aligned to multiple distinct 118 genomic locations. For example, the miRNA hsa-miR-1302 can derive from 11 119 potential pre-miRNAs. In this scenario, COMPASS will only count once with the 120 The read length distribution of 12 serum samples was described in Fig 2. The length 171 of raw reads was 50nt and after trimming adapters and 4 random bases at both 5' and 172 3' ends, the read length varied from 0nt to 42nt. In general, without size selection at 173 the library preparation stage, each read length distribution of one sample has 4 peaks. 174
Results and discussion
The miRNAs should be located around the main peak at 22nt according to their 175 structure characteristic. The piRNAs were distributed around 30nt and the 32nt peak 176 represents the Y4-RNA (Ro60-associated Y4) and some tRNA fragments [27] . The 177 42nt (or trimmed maximum read length in this study) might represent snRNAs, 178 mRNA fragments and microbial RNAs. The snoRNA was overlapped with miRNA in 179 a great measure. In addition, there were still large part of short RNA fragment around 180 12nt, which may come from some RNA degradation products or even some unknown 181 RNA classes. 182 183 COMPASS identified diverse types of RNA molecules in this study including 184 miRNAs, piRNAs, snRNAs, snoRNAs, tRNAs, circRNAs and RNAs in microbes 185 (see Fig 3) . We used a read count threshold of 5 to indicate that a RNA molecule was 186 detected (≥5) or not (<5). In total, COMPASS detected 375 miRNAs, 280 piRNAs, 187 167 snRNAs, 88 snoRNAs, 401 tRNAs and 7285 circRNAs, as well as 608 archaea, 188 103825 bacteria, 45343 fungi and 208 viruses. The tRNAs were marked with the 189 tRNAscan-SE IDs which were based on tRNA genes [28] . 7285 circRNAs were 190 identified, which was much higher than other small RNAs. It might be because that 191 the total number of circRNAs in human genome is huge. According to the statistics in 192 Fig 4) shown in Table S1-S4. COMPASS can always identify more piRNAs than exceRpt 216 (Table S1 ). The reason may be that COMPASS use not only piRNABank database 217 Li Page 10 COMPASS but also piRBase to annotate piRNAs. For snRNAs (Table S2) , snoRNAs (Table S3 ) 218 and tRNAs (Table S4) , COMPASS and exceRpt can detect a large set of common 219
RNAs. There were more COMPASS unique RNAs than than exceRpt unique RNAs, 220 and a greater proportion of COMPASS unique RNAs were detected in 2 or more 221 samples than exceRpt unique RNAs. The median read count values from COMPASS 222 is usually larger than exceRpt. This could be because COMPASS outputs the total 223 read count for each RNA, while exceRpt normalizes the count by copy numbers. This 224 will significantly decrease the count number when the RNA has more copies in the 225 genome. In addition, exceRpt annotates the RNA types in order of priority 226 (miRNA>tRNA>piRNA>snRNA and snoRNA>circRNA), so that when an aligned 227 read has been annotated to a certain small RNA type, the read will not be annotated to 228 the other types at a lower priority order. COMPASS annotates an aligned read to all 229 RNA types without an order of priority. 230
231

Conclusions
232
COMPASS is a comprehensive modular stand-alone platform for the small RNA-seq 233 data analysis. As a stand-alone platform, it bypasses data transfer effort/time/risk 234 offsite that web-based tools need. 235
Its modularity allows the user to run all modules together as a complete basic small 236 RNA analysis pipeline or specific modules as needed. Its pre-built RNA databases 237 and sequence read processing tools enable turnkey basic small RNA analysis from 238 identification, quantification to basic differential analysis. These pre-built 239 databases/tools are customizable and expandable. COMPASS is distributed under the 240 GNU General Public License free to non-commercial registered users at 241 Tables   373   Table 1 
